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While Egypt is synonymous with pyramids, mummies, the Bangles and now revolution, Dahab has always
been most famed for one thing: sun, sun, sun! It’s not surprising, then, to learn that the name Dahab means
‘gold’ in Arabic.

The gold coast
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LOCATED in the Sinai Peninsula, the
north-west tip of the country bridging
the continents of Africa and Asia,
and just an hour away from Sharm El
Sheikh airport, Dahab is a laid back,
cruisey and vibey alternative to the
plastic tourist ghetto that is Sharm.
While other parts of Egypt are more
traditional and conservative, this
corner of the country has been serving
half-naked Europeans alcohol for
years so cultural sensitivity is not a
big issue. Though deCnitely a tourist
town with all the amenities and even
a few major hotels moving in, Dahab
still maintains a backpacker feel and
is a great option for sun loungers and
action seekers alike.
If you are in the former category
there is plenty of nothing to be done,
in fact you could say Dahab has
perfected the art of doing nothing. The
town is small, made up of one main
drag leading from the mountainous
desert backdrop of inland Egypt to
the glittering blue sea, and one long
restaurant lined seafront promenade
perfect for strolling along. Within a
few days stay here the strip will feel
like home and you will know the
restaurant touts on a Crst name basis.
Your major decision in the morning
will be deciding which restaurant to
park yourself at for the day, a difCcult
task given that they are all inviting
temples of relaxation, replete with
Buffy oversized cushions, sunbeds,
colorful lanterns, and mouthwatering
Egyptian-fusion menus.Where Dahab
lacks in good bathing beaches it
makes up in water front cafes; where
you can jump straight from breakfast
to the cool water and back again to
order another cocktail. Bring a book,
an appetite and some suncream and
believe me when I tell you that you
won’t be rushed.
For holiday makers who want to
do, well, something, there are plenty
of activities to choose from. Most
popular by far is diving, as Dahab
is in striking distance of some of the
famous sites in the region including
The Blue Hole and The Canyon. If
you’re not a certiCed diver Dahab
is an ideal place to learn, diving
schools abound and prices are good,
but even snorkelers can appreciate
the spectacularly colorful sea life just
meters offshore from the promenade
cafes. Others may choose to try their
hand at kitesurCng or windsurCng –
sports that have become increasingly
popular in the area.
If water sports aren’t your thing
there is plenty to do on dry land – and

by dry I mean very dry as when you
exit Dahab town you are met with a
seemingly endless desert landscape.
It is a beautiful and unique sight, and
you can get amongst it by organising
a bicycle, quad bike, dirt bike, jeep or
camel trip with the many tour agencies
in town. Tours can be combined with
snorkeling trips for the best of both
worlds.
Perhaps the ultimate must-do,
however, is a trip to Mt Sinai. Yes,
the Mt Sinai, of Bible fame, is just
an hour and a half’s drive through
mesmerising desert from Dahab. The
story goes that Moses received the
Ten Commandments at the summit
of this mountain, and you can follow
in his footsteps along with oodles of
pilgrims for the approx 5 hour scenic
return hike. The best way to do it is to
time the hike with sunrise or sunset. If
you can put up with extreme overnight
cold and the early start, climbing up
by light of the moon and waking up
to the light of the sunrise over the
mountaintops is particularly special
and memorable. Plus, if you time it
right you should have the mountain
as good as to yourself on the way up,
something you’ll appreciate when
jostling with the early starters in the
morning. Join an organized trip from
Dahab or get there yourself, a better
option if you want to avoid the hordes,
but remember either way hiring a local
guide is advised.
Dahab’s strength lies in its wide
appeal, with something for everyone,
and as an easily accessible sun holiday
with more it should be top of your
list. Geographically and culturally
it’s an ideal jumping off point to the
Middle East – from Dahab you can
visit Egyptian living-museum cities
such as Cairo or Luxor without too
much hassle and can even organize
cheap holiday-within-a-holiday trips
to Israel or Jordan.
So, relax, be active, do a combo
of both but remember one thing;
although it may feel like a Anglo-
Euro enclave at times Dahab is still
very much the Middle East in one
essential way: Haggling is king!
Haggle for everything, and don’t be
afraid to be cheeky as Egyptians are
all types of cheeky. Though haggling
over everything from your diving trip
to a litre of orange juice can wear thin,
as you sit by lantern light sipping your
mojito Cshbowl, gazing at the lights
across the water, savour the freedom
you couldn’t enjoy just 16 kilometres
away, where women can’t drive and
homosexuality is a hangable offence.
The source of the lights? Saudi
Arabia.
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trips for 18 to 30 somethings

www.topdeck.travel
facebook.com/TopdeckTravel

www.topdeck.travel/austimes
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CALL US
0845 257 5210

~ Flights not included. Subject to availability. Prices & discounts available for
specific departures only. Egypt prices include local payment based on
US$1 = £0.614. Exchange rate correct at time of printing, and subject to

currency fluctuations, depending when payment is made.
Discounts cannot be combined with any other offer.
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